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URBAN FARMING 

A sitcom about the trials and tribulations of buying your first home  

… with dope. 

by  

Jon Hayes 

Short pitch. 

A desperate young couple priced out of the property market, trapped in grotty rented 

accommodation and stuck working dead end ‘graduate jobs’, decide to gamble everything and turn 

their flat into a dope farm in the hope of earning enough to get themselves on the property ladder.  

Outline. 

Ferne and Martin are a typical young couple in their late twenties; they met at Uni, got graduate 

jobs and moved in together in a cool part of London only to find that no matter how hard they 

worked they just couldn’t quite earn enough to pay the rent, and save for a deposit.  

So, they economised and moved further out, but, to their surprise, the money they managed to 

save in rent was swallowed by their ever increasing travel costs and somehow three years later 

they’re worse off, and even further from a deposit than if they’d stayed put! 

Trapped on the edge of London and struggling to stand still, Ferne and Martin feel that despite 

doing everything they were told to life has conspired to trap them in an endless slowly constricting 

circle of crap jobs, ever increasing debt and ever increasing rent.  

And then Martin gets sacked.  

Things couldn’t get any worse, but they do when their flats flooded by a malfunctioning hydroponic 

marijuana factory hidden upstairs. Unemployed, out of options and stuck in a soggy flat that smells 

like the inside of a bong, Ferne has a revelation – become dope farmers and in a year earn enough 

for a deposit.  

What could possibly go wrong? 

Series 1. 

Episode 1 - FLOOD. 

Script available at www.strangeradio.co.uk 
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Episode 2 - INITIATIONS. 

Ferne, Denzel and Pagan Paul are forced into daily prayer sessions by Steph – complete with 

drumming and chanting in tongues – and the noise brings complaints from the other residents. Paul 

and Denzel plan to ‘disappear’ Steph, and Ferne is left with no choice, but to make the other 

residents partners to protect her. The problem is Ferne has almost no idea who her neighbours are 

and decides a barbecue is the best way to get to know them. Returning home from a two week 

intensive fact finding mission conducted by Uncle Jeremy, Martin is horrified to discover he’s been 

roped into co-hosting a massive dope farming pitching session disguised as a communal meat-fest. 

Steph does her best to turn the event into an evangelical gathering, but is undone when one of the 

other residents shows Ferne Steph’s old website – Madam Whiplash’s Bondage Emporium. Armed 

with this information Ferne threatens to ‘out’ Steph’s former life unless she tows the line. Cowed, 

Steph agrees… in return for a slice of the dope farm profits, which she intends to use to open her 

own Church. The argument brings the subject of dope farming out in the open and Fern, Martin, 

Steph and Denzel manage to convince the remaining residents to form a ‘farming collective’ as the 

risk to them is minimal seeing  as all they have to do is turn a blind eye for a fat percentage. The 

block agrees, but several of the residents want to get more involved and to Martin and Ferne’s 

surprise they wind up with several new farmers willing to turn their spare rooms into dope 

factories. Ferne, of course, blogs it all and begins forming an online following.  

Episode 3 - ASBOGEDDON. 

Suffering an acute cash flow crisis due to his JSA claim being held up for review as a result of 

getting sacked, Martin goes to meet his former boss Jasmine and begs her to write a letter to the 

Department of Work and Pensions explaining the situation. She refuses. Meanwhile the unexpected 

return of Steph’s wayward son, Daryl, means the local hoodie gang gets wind of the dope farming 

collective and decides to try and muscle in. Confronted with the mass of spotty hoodies Ferne and 

Martin call on Jeremy for advice, but he confesses he can’t help as he’s more a lover than a fighter. 

Martin loses the plot and rants to Jeremy about Jasmine and a host of other problems before Ferne 

can drag him away. At the jobcentre after his disastrous JSA review Martin bumps into a friend, 

Alan, who puts him in touch with the hardest man he knows – Vince the Knuckle! Vince turns out to 

be a 69 year old pensioner with problem dentures, but he agrees to help and confronts the asbo’s 

knocking out Daryl and causing the gang to scatter. To his shock Martin is contacted by DWP 

approving his JSA claim based on a letter from his former employer, Jasmine. Baffled he phones 

her, but Jeremy picks up revealing that he’s seduced Jasmine and used his charms to wheedle the 

needed letter out of her. 

Episode 4 – COUP d’ETAT. 

Ferne’s writing group grow curious to find out what she’s working on when she tells them she has a 

blog that’s getting huge hits, but she refuses to go into details. Claire, the head of the group, tracks 

the blog down down and on discovering its subject, dope farming, confronts Ferne at home. Martin 

overhears and demands Ferne takes it down, but when Terry Pratchett re-links to it she can’t bring 

herself to. Meanwhile Jeremy’s relationship with Jasmine starts to cause problems for when he 

accidentally learns she’s been fiddling her expenses. Martin has a drink with former work colleague 

Ravi and, drunk, tells him about Jasmine’s dodgy expenses. Back at the flats the other residents find 

out about Ferne’s blog and, when she again refuses to take it down, vote her out as leader and 

Vince takes over. Martin wakes with a hangover to a furious Jeremy who tells him that Jasmine’s 
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been sacked after Ravi told her company directors about her expenses. Jeremy refuses to have 

anything to do with helping set up distribution. Vince moves into the flats and his constant looming 

presence begins to unnerve the residents. 

Episode 5 – COMRADE VINCE 

The other members of the collective begin to regret setting Vince up as he tells them he plans to 

handle all sales and give them a flat percentage, a very low percentage, citing mysterious costs. The 

residents meet with Ferne and Martin and demand they get rid of Vince seeing as they brought him 

in. Ferne and Martin try and enlist Pagan Paul, but he’s fallen under the spell of Steph, the 

evangelist, and claims to have found Jesus and refuses to help. Things get worse when the police 

pay a visit to Ferne and Martin following a complaint from Claire, but without any evidence beyond 

Claire’s ‘fictional’ blog they go away empty handed. However, their suspicions are raised when they 

spot Vince lurking in the stairwell. Vince threatens Martin and Ferne with serious retribution unless 

they pack up and leave the flats by the end of the week. Martin goes to see Jeremy to beg for his 

help, whilst Ferne confronts Claire at the writers group. Jeremy isn’t in, but Jasmine is and Martin 

finds himself dragged inside and forced to tell her what’s going on. Meanwhile, at the writers 

group, Ferne convinces them that her blog is fiction and they decide to kick Claire out. Back at the 

flats Vince opens his door to find Jasmine waiting for him. She invites herself inside with a smile and 

an hour later Vince is rushed to hospital by ambulance suffering from a suspected heart attack. In 

return for Jasmine doing… whatever it is she did… to Vince, Martin writes to his former company 

confessing to doctoring her expenses in revenge for being sacked. Vince is no more and Ferne is re-

confirmed as leader of the Collective, and Jasmine is re-hired.  

Episode 6 – HARVEST 

Jasmine tells Martin and Ferne that the company is auditing their accounts to straighten out the 

mess of doctored expenses and that they will have to replace the thirteen thousand pounds she 

fiddled, or face prosecution. With bills mounting and the threat of his potential prosecution hanging 

over their heads Ferne and Martin are relieved when the first crop of dope is ready for harvesting. 

Unfortunately, without Jeremy’s distribution contacts they have no way to offload their product 

and unknown to anyone in the collective the police are observing the block have from an 

abandoned flat opposite. Knowing that Jeremy is something of a foodie Ferne arranges for him to 

be invited to the launch of Magda’s polish cookery book ’The Potato in You’ and ambushes him 

there, begging him to forgive them. Jeremy tells her that Martins disgraceful behaviour towards 

Jasmine means he won’t help and tells her that he and Jasmine are due to be married. Meanwhile 

Martin is called up to Denzel’s top floor flat where the nosiest of neighbours convinces him they’re 

under surveillance from the block opposite. Walking back from Magda’s book launch Ferne comes 

to a radical decision and goes in search of the Asbo gang. Martin meanwhile discovers that the flat 

opposite is full of police officers and sets off the sprinkler system in the block driving them out with 

the other residents. Their cover blown, the police have no choice but to suspend their operation. 

Ferne finds a very pleased Martin and Denzel and tells them that she’s solved the distribution 

problem; she’s hired the Asbo gang. The next morning Martin works out that after paying off all 

their debts they’ll be in exactly the same financial position as a year ago. Ferne hugs him tight and 

tells him that they should consider it the price of an education, and that next year they’ll make 

enough for a deposit.  

After all, what’s one more year? 


